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Introduction to Book Punch™
Book Punch guides students through the steps of thinking and writing about well-known upper-elementary

core literature. Students write paragraphs responding to interactive writing prompts. The program tutors

students to develop ideas and organize their thinking about what they have read.

Each program in the Merit Book Punch collection focuses on one book title. Each contains 7 writing

prompts, 600 supporting questions and 600 helpful tips to guide students through each step in the writing

process. The program for each book title comprises three online interactive units as follows:

• Unit 1- Reading Check: Students write about important facts and/or events from the book to ensure

that they have read it.

• Unit 2- Text-to-Self: Based on themes from the book, students write about their own experiences.

• Unit 3- Evidence and Inference: Students connect details with ideas in the book to infer a deeper

meaning from what they have read.

Together, these units develop students’ reading comprehension in complementary ways.

Printables
Each Book Punch title includes 11 printable worksheets, a lesson plan aid, and the Book Punch™ Series

Manual with detailed instructions for implementation. To view and print included documents, self-learners

and teachers click the course name in My Learning Center; tutors and parents click the Programs link in

My Learning Center and then click the Book Punch title.
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Reading Check – unit 1
The Reading Check unit evaluates students’ paragraphs using a key point check to determine if the

student has read the book. See the Reading Check writing prompt below and the list of questions that

accompany it, the answers to which should be included in a satisfactory paragraph.

Reading Check Topic

In the story, the seasons of the year have a significant effect on the activities of the Ingalls family

members. Write a paragraph describing the impact of the seasons on the family.

1. What does Pa do to cheer up the children in winter when he gets home from work?

2. A “sugar snow” occurs during a cold snap in early spring.  What food can Grandpa make more of at

this time? Why?

3. When the weather is warm enough, Pa and Ma can take the girls to the store in town.  What do Pa and

Ma buy at the store to make clothing and how do they pay for it?

4. Tell what Pa and Uncle Henry harvest in the fall.  What "new invention" makes the job easier for them?
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Text-to-Self – unit 2
Text-to-Self writing prompts help to enrich students’ reading experience. Students write paragraphs that

help them relate their own experiences to what they have read in the book.  See the topics listed below.

Text-to-Self Topic 1

In the story, when the Ingalls family members are not doing chores they have fun doing things together.

The things they do are suited to their pioneer life.  Think about a fun thing your family does together. Is it

something that the family in the story could have done?

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Little House in the Big Woods.”)

Text-to-Self Topic 2

In the story, the Ingalls family prepares for Christmas. Mr. Ingalls carves a shelf for Mrs. Ingalls. Laura

gets a handmade doll.  Think about something you made as a gift.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Christmas.”)

Text-to-Self Topic 3

In the story, the author frequently describes the weather and tells how it affects the land and the Ingalls

family. Think about how weather has affected you. Write about a specific time when the weather affected

you and your activities.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read the entire book.)
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Evidence and Inference – unit 3
See the writing prompts below and the accompanying list of questions, the answers to which should be

included in a satisfactory paragraph. Help students determine whether they have recognized (inferred)

the ideas in the book from the details (evidence) given.

Evidence and Inference Topic 1

The changing seasons have a profound effect on people who live close to nature. In the story, the author

describes getting ready for winter in the Big Woods.  Write a paragraph describing the way the Ingalls

family prepares for the coming of winter.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Little House in the Big Woods.”)

1. Why is it important that the Ingalls family prepare for the coming winter months?

2. Why was it difficult to get meat during the winter at the time the Ingalls family lived in the Big Woods?

3. What are some of the things Pa does to help prepare for the winter?

4. What does Ma do to help prepare for the winter?

Evidence and Inference Topic 2

Pioneer life in America was full of adventure. In the story, Pa leaves for town and Ma and Laura have an

adventure involving a bear. Write a paragraph relating the events involving the bear.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Two Big Bears.”)

1. Why do Laura and Ma go out to the barn after dark?

2. What surprises Laura when they get to the barnyard?

3. What happens when Ma tries to open the barnyard gate? Describe all of Ma's actions.

4. What do Laura and Ma realize when the light shines on Sukey?

Evidence and Inference Topic 3

Nature can be awe-inspiring. In the story, Pa tells his family that he will go to a place the animals like to

visit and he will hunt for fresh meat. His children are surprised that he comes home empty handed.   Write

a paragraph explaining Pa's reason for not hunting. (This topic is recommended for students who have

read through “The Deer in the Wood.”)

1. What is the first thing Pa does when he gets to the place where the animals like to visit? Why does Pa

do what he does?

2. What does Pa do when he sees a male deer framed against the rising moon?

3. What happens when Pa sees the bear and then the doe and her fawn?

4. How does Pa feel about his actions and why?
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Curriculum Integration
See the Book Punch™ Series Manual. The Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary section and the

Beyond the Program section provide detailed instructions for implementing vocabulary, character and

pre-writing lessons. The Book Punch™ Series Manual includes printable worksheets for these lessons.

Vocabulary
See the Vocabulary Exploration worksheet in the Book Punch™ Series Manual. Thematic words from

Little House in the Big Woods that can be explored include:

VOCABULARY DEFINITON
pioneer One of the first people to live in an area
compassion Feeling sympathy for someone else’s sorrow
family A unit of parents and their children
share Use something you have with another
solitude Being alone
togetherness The state of being together

Vocabulary particular to the time and setting of Little House in the Big Woods include:

VOCABULARY DEFINITION
bridle The part of the harness for a horse that goes on the head
churn To turn milk into butter; mix
crockery Dishes made of baked clay
fetch To go after and bring back
flannel Fabric that is soft on one side
gaiter A cloth worn around the leg
hatchet A small axe
hearth The floor of a fireplace
hickory A type of wood
kerosene A type of fuel usually used for heat
thresh To separate the seeds from a plant
venison The body of a deer used for food

The Word Search Puzzle and Crossword Puzzle worksheets that are included contain many of the words

above. They can be used to reinforce the vocabulary in the book.

Character Exploration
See the Character Exploration worksheet and the Compare and Contrast worksheet in the Book Punch™

Series Manual. Here are suggested character exploration prompts for classroom discussion:

Imagine that Laura is your friend in real life.  Write words and phrases that would help you

describe her to someone who doesn’t know her.  (What does Laura look like?  What kind of

personality does she have?  What does she like to do?)  Why did you choose this character?

Compare and contrast Laura with Mary or another character in the book.
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Group Work and Discussion - Pre-writing
See the Brainstorming worksheet in the Book Punch™ Series Manual. Here is a suggested topic for

classroom discussion:

To entertain the family, Pa tells stories.  One of the stories is about his father’s run-in with a

panther.  Write a paragraph that describes what happens in the story about Pa’s father and the

panther.  Be specific and use descriptive language.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Winter Days and Winter

Nights.”)

Additional Writing Prompts
See the Independent Follow-up worksheet in the Book Punch™ Series Manual. Using the context of Little

House in the Big Woods, and the Independent Follow-up worksheet, students may continue the writing

process after publishing their paragraphs from Book Punch. Here are two additional topics students can

write about:

In the story, Laura describes her sixth birthday.  Write a paragraph telling how Laura celebrated

her birthday in the little house.  Describe the gifts and treats she received from the family.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “Sundays.”)

In the story, Pa describes how the people who live in the Big Woods get maple syrup.  Write a

paragraph that describes what they do to make maple syrup.

(This topic is recommended for students who have read through “The Sugar Snow.”)
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See the Book Punch™ Series Manual for printable worksheets.
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